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When interacting with someone from another social group, one’s responses may be inﬂuenced by both
stereotypes and evaluations. Given behavioral results suggesting that stereotypes and evaluative
associations operate independently, we used fMRI to test whether these biases are mediated by distinct
brain systems. White participants viewed pairs of Black or White faces and judged them based on an
evaluation (who would you befriend?) or a stereotype-relevant trait (who is more likely to enjoy athletic
activities?). Multi-voxel pattern analysis revealed that a predominantly occipital network represented
race in a context-invariant manner. However, lateral orbitofrontal cortex preferentially represented
race during friendship judgments, whereas anterior medial prefrontal cortex preferentially represented
race during trait judgments. Furthermore, representation of race in left temporal pole correlated with a
behavioral measure of evaluative bias during friendship judgments and, independently, a measure of
stereotyping during trait judgments. Whereas early sensory regions represent race in an apparently
invariant manner, representations in higher-level regions are multi-componential and contextdependent.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Social relationships are extremely complex, and a major goal
of social cognitive neuroscience is to understand the mechanisms
through which the human mind navigates the social world. When
interacting with a person from a different social group, preexisting beliefs about the group – referred to as stereotypes –
inﬂuence our impressions (Allport, 1954). Social stereotypes may
be learned through acculturation within one’s society and may
spring to mind automatically to inﬂuence impressions of outgroup members and behavior towards them (Darley & Gross,
1983; Devine, 1989). Although stereotypes may not accurately
describe particular individuals, they can exert strong inﬂuence on
how a perceiver approaches an interaction with a member of an
outgroup (Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996).
Social perceptions of outgroup members are also driven by
evaluative processes (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995).
Like stereotypes, evaluative associations may inﬂuence judgments
and behaviors without one’s intention or awareness. For example,
White Americans tend to associate Black people with negative
concepts, compared with White people, in implicit behavioral
responses (e.g. Fazio et al., 1995; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz,
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1998). These biases inﬂuence our behavior: people who show
stronger implicit evaluative bias on behavioral tasks have been
shown to respond in a less friendly manner toward a Black person
during a real social interaction (Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner,
2002; Fazio et al., 1995).
Recently, research has suggested that implicit stereotyping
and evaluation processes may operate somewhat independently in behavior (Amodio & Devine, 2006), raising the
possibility that these different facets of implicit bias reﬂect
different underlying neural mechanisms. If these two forms of
bias were found to reﬂect different underlying mechanisms,
this ﬁnding might help explain why implicit evaluations and
stereotypes appear to predict different forms of behavior.
Furthermore, this ﬁnding would shed light on the mechanisms
through which these two forms of social bias may be learned
and unlearned, potentially informing interventions to reduce
social prejudices. The present research was designed to test the
hypothesis that racial evaluation and stereotypes reﬂect distinct neural processes.
1.1. Dissociation of stereotyping and evaluation in behavior
Although the concepts of evaluation (i.e., attitudes) and
stereotyping have long been distinguished in social psychology
research (Fiske, 1998), the notion that implicit stereotyping and
evaluation processes might be rooted in different underlying
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neurocognitive systems was proposed more recently by Amodio
and Devine (2006). Amodio and Devine (2006) tested this distinction in a series of behavioral experiments. In each experiment,
the authors assessed White American participants’ stereotypic
and evaluative associations with Black vs. White faces using two
different Implicit Association Tests (IATs; Greenwald et al., 1998).
One IAT, designed to measure evaluative associations, assessed
the speed with which participants identiﬁed faces as Black vs.
White and words as pleasant vs. unpleasant, when the response
keys for these faces and words were paired in either a congruent
(i.e., Black-unpleasant and White-pleasant) or incongruent (i.e.
Black-pleasant and White-unpleasant) mapping. Used in hundreds of studies, this evaluative IAT has revealed a pervasive
response bias among White American participants, such that they
respond faster to Black faces paired with unpleasant words
relative to pleasant words, in comparison with White faces
(Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2007). This pattern is interpreted
as indicating an implicit negative evaluation of Blacks, compared
with Whites.
Amodio and Devine (2006) designed a second IAT to assess
stereotypic associations, independently of evaluative associations.
This stereotyping IAT was identical in task structure to the
evaluative IAT, but it compared the speed with which participants
categorized Black (vs. White) faces and athletic- vs. intelligencerelated words in congruent vs. incongruent mappings. These word
categories were chosen because athleticism and (un)intelligence
are the two most common stereotypes of African Americans
reported by White Americans (Devine & Elliot, 1995). Importantly, the words used in the stereotyping IAT were selected on
the basis of pilot testing so that they were similar in valence.
Because these target words were all moderately positive, this task
could only be completed on the basis of semantic associations,
and not evaluative associations.
In all three studies reported by Amodio and Devine (2006),
participants exhibited signiﬁcant racial bias on both the evaluative and stereotyping IATs. Yet scores on the two measures were
uncorrelated (despite a combined sample size of 230), consistent
with the idea that these two forms of bias reﬂect different
underlying processes. More importantly, scores on evaluative
and stereotyping IATs predicted different behavioral expressions
of racial bias. Higher evaluative IAT scores uniquely predicted
more negative feelings toward Black people and greater seating
distance along a row of chairs from the belongings of their Black
study partner. By contrast, higher stereotyping IAT scores
uniquely predicted more stereotype-consistent trait impressions
of a Black student and lower expectancies for the Black students’
performance on a GRE-type academic test. Overall, these results
demonstrate that implicit evaluative and stereotyping processes
may operate independently at a behavioral level. However, it
remains unclear how these behavioral effects relate to underlying
neural mechanisms.
1.2. Cognitive neuroscience of implicit race bias
Several previous studies have examined the neural correlates of
intergroup bias (for reviews, see Amodio, 2008; Eberhardt, 2005).
The majority of these studies have investigated differences in brain
activity associated with perception of Black versus White faces in
White participants. Multiple brain regions have been reported to
show such differences, such as amygdala, medial and lateral prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and fusiform gyrus (Amodio, HarmonJones, & Devine, 2003; Golby, Gabrieli, Chiao, & Eberhardt, 2001;
Lieberman, Hariri, Jarcho, Eisenberger, & Bookheimer, 2005; Wheeler
& Fiske, 2005). The majority of these studies examined neural
responses to pictures of White and Black individuals in passive
viewing paradigms (Amodio et al., 2003; Cunningham et al., 2004;
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Phelps et al., 2000) or categorizing target faces (Lieberman et al.,
2005; Wheeler & Fiske, 2005). Because these studies were interested
in the emotional aspects of implicit prejudice, they focused primarily
on amygdala activity in response to faces and, in most cases,
observed greater amygdala activity while viewing Black than White
faces. However, to date, research has not systematically examined
the neural processes involved in conceptual representations of social
ingroups vs. outgroups as they relate to evaluative and trait (i.e.,
stereotype) information.
1.3. The current research
The current research examined the neural processes involved in
conceptual judgments of evaluative and semantic information. There
were two broad aims. First, we investigated whether we could ﬁnd
evidence for distinct brain systems mediating evaluative versus
semantic representations during social judgments. Whereas brain
regions such as orbitofrontal cortex have been linked particularly to
value-based assessment of stimuli (Grabenhorst & Rolls, 2008;
Rushworth, Noonan, Boorman, Walton, & Behrens, 2011), other
regions such as medial prefrontal cortex (Amodio & Frith, 2006;
Krueger, Barbey, & Grafman, 2009) and temporal pole (Olson,
Plotzker, & Ezzyat, 2007; Zahn et al. 2007) have been suggested to
underlie conceptual social representations and their integration with
decision making and emotion. However, the precise roles of these
brain regions in social judgments are not well understood, despite
recent evidence for separable functions (Gozzi, Raymont, Solomon,
Koenigs, & Grafman, 2009). A second aim of the present study was to
investigate whether neuroimaging results could be linked with
behavioral IAT measures of evaluative and stereotyping bias. Insofar
as the neuroimaging results can be linked with these behavioral
indices, this provides evidence for their relevance to real-life
behavior.
1.4. Multi-voxel pattern analysis and social cognitive neuroscience
The present study used the technique of multi-voxel pattern
analysis (MVPA; Haynes & Rees, 2006; Norman, Polyn, Detre, &
Haxby, 2006). Whereas previous studies have adopted standard
univariate fMRI methodologies to investigate differential regional
brain activity between perception of Black versus White faces,
MVPA provides a ﬁner-grained approach to distinguishing patterns of neural activity that is well suited for testing our
hypotheses regarding neurocognitive representations. In studies
using MVPA, fMRI data is typically investigated on a participantby-participant basis, often using unsmoothed, unnormalized data.
Two or more conditions are compared, and a pattern classiﬁer is
trained to distinguish voxel-by-voxel patterns of brain activity
between those two conditions. Insofar as the classiﬁer is able to
distinguish these patterns, in a manner that generalizes to novel
exemplars, this indicates that the brain region under investigation
contains a representation that distinguishes these patterns. Thus,
MVPA can be used to decode the representations contained
within certain brain regions. This can apply to relatively lowlevel perceptual features, for example decoding the orientation of
visually-presented lines by examining patterns of activity in
primary visual cortex (Kamitani & Tong, 2005). It can also apply
to higher-order brain regions, such as prefrontal cortex, and
higher-level representations, such as the content of participants’
delayed intentions (Gilbert, 2011; Gilbert, Armbruster, &
Panagiotidi, 2012; Haynes et al. 2007). MVPA is an attractive
technique to apply to social cognitive neuroscience, seeing as a
major aim of this ﬁeld is to investigate the nature of representations underlying social behavior. However, with few exceptions
(e.g. Gilbert, Meuwese, Towgood, Frith, & Burgess, 2009; Natu,
Raboy, & O’Toole, 2011; Ratner, Kaul, & Van Bavel, in press) this
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approach has not yet been applied to the study of social
processes.
To elicit the activation of either trait-based or evaluative
representations of ingroup and outgroup members, participants
viewed pairs of White or Black faces and either made a trait
judgment related to an implicit stereotype (which person is more
likely to enjoy athletic activities?) or an evaluative judgment
(which person would you be more likely to befriend?). We then
used MVPA in an attempt to decode whether participants were
viewing White versus Black faces by looking at patterns of brain
activity in these two judgment conditions. Insofar as race can be
decoded by looking at brain activity across both conditions, this is
consistent with a relatively invariant representation of race in the
relevant brain region. However, if race can only be decoded from a
particular brain region when participants are making one or the
other type of judgment, this would suggest a preferential role of
that brain region in maintaining or expressing either evaluative or
stereotype-based representations, providing evidence of distinct
brain systems mediating these two types of representation.
We also collected IAT measures of both evaluative bias and
implicit stereotyping. In past research, these two measures were
shown to index independent representations of intergroup social
information, such that association strength scores on the two
measures were uncorrelated with each other, and predicted
unique behavioral outcomes (Amodio & Devine, 2006). In the
present study, we tested whether scores on the behavioral
measures of implicit racial evaluation and stereotyping would
uniquely correlate with MVPA race decoding accuracy associated
with friendship and trait judgments, respectively. This methodological design provides a highly speciﬁc test of our hypothesis
while also establishing a meaningful connection between brain
activity and behavior. Thus, we hypothesized that (a) race would
be decoded in regions linked to visual processing independent of
the type of conceptual associations activated for a particular
judgment, but that (b) judgments based on evaluative and
stereotype associations would recruit distinct patterns of activity
in brain regions linked to evaluative processing and social cognition, and (c) these patterns would be uniquely associated with

behavioral measures of implicit racial evaluation and stereotyping, respectively.
To test these hypotheses, it was critical to create an engaging
and ecologically valid task that could be completed in the MRI
scanner. To this end, we used an elaborate cover story. Participants were told that the study examined people’s ability to infer
information about others based solely on a picture of their face.
Speciﬁcally, participants were told they would infer the types of
activities a person might enjoy and whether a person is someone
the participant might befriend. These two judgments were
designed to rely on trait-related semantic versus affective processing, respectively. To bolster the cover story, participants completed questionnaires assessing their own preferences for various
hobbies and interests and for the qualities that they value most in
a potential friend. They were told that they would make judgments of other people who had completed the same set of
questionnaires so that we could verify the accuracy of their
inferences about each target person on these dimensions.
White American participants learned that, while in the scanner, they would see pairs of faces and would decide which of the
two pictured individuals was more likely to (a) possess a
particular trait or (b) be a friend, in a hypothetical circumstance
(see Fig. 1). Participants were told that for the trait judgments,
each participant would focus on just one particular trait. They
were asked to select a piece of paper from a jar that indicated the
activity they would judge. This choice was rigged so that every
slip of paper indicated ‘‘athletic’’ as the trait. Athletic was used
because it is a central African American stereotype that does not
have strong evaluative associations, unlike many other stereotypes that hold negative value.
A critical feature of this design is that face pairs were always of
the same race, such that participants always made trait or
friendship judgments between two Black or two White faces.
(Additionally, Asian faces were included in the stimulus set in
order to aid the cover story, but were not analyzed.) This design
precluded participants’ concerns about showing explicit racial
prejudice or the engagement of control in order to respond
without prejudice. Thus, any patterns of activity distinguishing

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the fMRI task. Face images in this illustration are adapted from the database of Minear and Park (2004).
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judgments on Black versus White faces could not be attributed to
explicit prejudice or self-regulatory efforts. The object of the
experimental task was not to engender bias towards one or the
other of the faces presented on a single trial, but rather to
compare brain activity on separate trials in response to pairs of
Black versus White faces. This comparison was made in two
conditions designed to encourage participants to think about
people either in terms of evaluations or trait judgments.

based on ratings by two judges. All stimuli were cropped to
present the face only (excluding the neck) and presented on a
white background. Each photograph appeared a total of 4 times in
the experiment, once for each crossing of judgment (athleticism/
friendship) and position (left/right), every time paired with a
different face.

2. Methods

Following the scanning session, participants were brought to
another room to complete IAT measures of implicit stereotyping
and evaluation, in an order that was counterbalanced across
participants.

2.1. Participants and procedure
Twenty volunteers (14 male; age 18–22 years, mean 19) were
recruited through ﬂyers placed around the New York University
campus. Participants completed the study individually in exchange
for $40. All participants were right-handed, White, native-English
speakers with no history of neurological illness. All experimental
sessions were run by White experimenters. Upon arrival, participants provided informed consent and were screened for contraindications for MRI scanning. Participants were then told that the
study consisted of two parts: a functional MRI scan and a set of
computer tasks to be completed outside the scanner.
2.2. Scanner task
As described in Section 1, participants were told that their task
was to judge pairs of faces according to two criteria: ‘‘Who is
more likely to enjoy athletic activities?’’ and ‘‘Who would you be
more likely to befriend?’’ Participants underwent two scans of
approximately 11 min each. Each scan comprised 10 blocks,
alternating between blocks of the two different types of judgments. At the start of each block, participants were presented
with the cue ‘‘Now decide:’’, underneath which was presented an
instruction (either ‘‘Friend’’ or ‘‘Athletic’’). This instruction screen
was presented for 3.5 s, followed by a blank screen for .5 s. There
then followed 20 trials. On each trial a pair of faces were
presented to the left and right of a ﬁxation cross (see Fig. 1), for
2 s. There was then a blank screen for .5 s before the next pair of
faces was presented. Participants could respond with a left or
right keypress at any point within the 2.5 s of each trial. Within
each block of 20 trials, 8 pairs of White faces, 8 pairs of Black
faces, and 4 pairs of Asian faces were presented in randomized
order. At the end of each block, participants were asked to report
which judgment they had just been making, to ensure compliance
with task instructions. They were presented with the cue ‘‘I was
just deciding:’’ underneath which the words ‘‘Friend’’ and
‘‘Athletic’’ were presented on the left and right of the screen (in
random positions). Participants had 4 s to respond to this question, after which a blank screen was presented for .5 s followed by
the instruction for the next block. Following the completion of the
task, a high-resolution structural image was collected. Note that
the present design did not include any ‘null’ events. This is
because every contrast of interest involved a differential effect
between trials with White versus Black faces. In this case,
inclusion of null events would have reduced the efﬁciency of
our design. The most efﬁcient design is to maximize the amount
of time spent by participants engaged in the task, with the order
of White and Black trials randomized (Henson, 2006).
2.3. Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 80 photographs each of White and Black
faces, and 40 photographs of Asian faces. Photographs were
matched for perceived age (all young adults) and attractiveness

2.4. Behavioral measures

2.4.1. Evaluative IAT
The evaluative IAT assessed associations between images of
Black vs. White faces and pleasant vs. unpleasant words, and
consisted of seven blocks of trials. In Block 1 (20 trials), participants categorized a series of individual words as ‘‘pleasant’’ or
‘‘unpleasant’’ via left vs. right button press. The pleasant target
words included honor, lucky, diamond, loyal, freedom, rainbow,
love, honest, peace, and heaven. Unpleasant words included evil,
cancer, sickness, disaster, ﬁlth, vomit, bomb, rotten, abuse, and ugly.
These words were taken from Greenwald et al. (1998). Importantly, none of the target words were associated with stereotypes
of African Americans, and thus responses could not be made on
the basis of stereotypic associations. In Block 2 (20 trials),
participants categorized a series of faces by race, indicating White
or Black via left vs. right button press. In Blocks 3 (practice; 20
trials) and 4 (critical; 40 trials), the categories were combined,
such that a series of words and faces appeared. Pleasant words
and White faces were categorized with a left button-press,
whereas unpleasant words and Black faces were categorized with
a right button press. That is, these pairings were ‘‘compatible’’
with anti-Black/pro-White associations. In Block 5 (20 trials),
participants categorized faces alone, but the mapping of response
keys was reversed. In Blocks 6 (practice; 20 trials) and 7 (critical;
40 trials), judgments were again combined, but this time pleasant
words and Black faces were assigned to one key, whereas
unpleasant words and White faces were assigned to the other
key. These pairings were ‘‘incompatible’’ with anti-Black/proWhite associations. Implicit evaluative bias on this task was
indicated by longer response latencies on the incompatible blocks
compared with compatible blocks. The order of compatible and
incompatible blocks, and the assignment of responses to the right
vs. left hand were independently counterbalanced.

2.4.2. Stereotyping IAT
The stereotyping IAT was designed to assess the associations of
Black vs. White faces with two major dimensions of the African
American stereotype: (un)intelligence and athleticism. Since the
format of the IAT requires that words from the two categories
map onto a single dimension, categories of ‘‘mental’’ and ‘‘physical’’ were used instead of intelligent and athletic, such that
intelligence words were categorized as mental and athletic words
were categorized as physical (Amodio & Devine, 2006). By using
this categorical dimension, responses could only be completed
based on semantic associations and not evaluative associations.
Mental words included math, brainy, aptitude, educated, scientist,
smart, college, genius, book, and read. Physical words included
athletic, boxing, basketball, run, agile, dance, jump, rhythmic, track,
and football. The procedure for the stereotyping IAT was identical
to that of the evaluative IAT, except that the pleasant/unpleasant
category labels and words were replaced with the mental/
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physical labels and words. All face stimuli in the IAT task were
novel, i.e. none had previously been presented in the fMRI task.
2.4.3. IAT scoring
Responses to the evaluative and stereotyping IATs were scored
as the D statistic (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). To exclude
responses reﬂecting action slips or inattention, we included only
correct responses with latencies between 300 and 2500 ms. D was
quantiﬁed as the difference in mean response latency between
incompatible and compatible blocks, divided by their pooled
standard deviation. Higher D scores reﬂect stronger negative or
stereotype-consistent associations.
2.5. fMRI acquisition and analysis
Brain images were acquired using a Siemens Allegra 3T headonly scanner in the Center for Brain Imaging at New York
University. Functional runs comprised 319 EPI volumes, each
consisting of 34 contiguous oblique-axial slices, acquired approximately parallel to the AC-PC line (3  3  3 mm3 voxels; matrix:
80  64; TR¼2000 ms; TE¼15 ms). After the functional runs, a
structural scan was acquired (T1-weighted MPRAGE: 256  256
matrix, FOV¼256 mm, 176 1 mm sagittal slices).
fMRI data were analyzed in SPM8 (http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.
uk/spm/software/spm8/) and custom-written code in Matlab
7.10. The volumes were realigned and corrected for different slice
acquisition times (but not normalized or smoothed). Variance in
the BOLD signal was decomposed with a set of regressors in a
general linear model (Friston et al., 1995). Within each run,
separate regressors coded for: (1) the instruction period preceding each block; (2) stimulus onset on trials to which participants
failed to respond; (3) catch trials at the end of each block,
requiring participants to report which task they had just been
performing; (4) stimulus onset on athleticism judgment trials
with pairs of Asian faces; and (5) stimulus onset on friendship
judgment trials with Asian faces. These regressors were included
to model variance related to events of no interest. Additionally, a
separate pair of regressors coded for each of the 10 blocks of trials
within each run (ﬁve athleticism judgments and ﬁve friendship
judgments), with one regressor indexing the presentation of
White faces in each block and one regressor indexing the
presentation of Black faces. Thus there were 20 regressors of
interest within each run, representing ﬁve blocks each of four
conditions of interest: (a) Athleticism judgments, White faces; (b)
Athleticism judgments, Black faces; (c) Friendship judgments,
White faces; and (d) Friendship judgments, Black faces. Randomization of trial order allowed us to avoid excessive collinearity
between these regressors of interest (mean unsigned correlation
between regressors: r¼ .14). With the exception of the regressor
representing instruction periods (modeled as a boxcar function,
duration 3.5 s), all regressors were constructed as a delta function
aligned to the onset of each event, convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function. These regressors, together with
regressors representing residual movement-related artifacts and
the mean over scans, comprised the full model for each session.
The data and model were high-pass ﬁltered to a cutoff of 1/128 Hz.
Parameter estimates for each regressor were calculated from
the least mean square ﬁt of the model to the data. These
parameter estimates were used as data for the multi-voxel
pattern analysis (MVPA). A searchlight approach was used
(Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006), investigating decoding
accuracy from a sphere of voxels centered on each voxel in the
brain in turn. At each voxel, a spherical region of interest (ROI)
was generated (radius: three voxels). Parameter estimates for
each voxel within the ROI were extracted, separately for each

regressor. This yielded a total of 40 vectors, each representing a
single run of trials in one of the four conditions of interest. Each
vector was normalized to mean 0, standard deviation 1, so that
decoding accuracy was based on the distribution of activation
over voxels rather than differences in mean level of activation.
Care was taken to ensure that only voxels within the brain
contributed to MVPA results. All ﬁrst-level models, yielding the
parameter estimates that were used as data for MVPA, employed
the SPM default implicit masking option, excluding voxels with
mean signal of less than 80% of the global intensity. The resulting
masks were individually inspected to further exclude any remaining voxels that fell outside the brain (as indicated by the coregistered structural scan), to ensure that only within-brain
voxels contributed to MVPA results. Note also that ﬁrst-level
models included movement parameters as nuisance regressors, in
order to guard against the impact of task-related motion on
parameter estimates.
Separate analyses were conducted for athleticism and friendship judgments. First, a linear support vector machine (SVM) was
trained on the data from the ﬁrst scanning run, attempting to
discriminate vectors representing activity engendered by White
face-pairs versus Black face-pairs (LIBSVM implementation,
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/; regularization parameter C: 1). The SVM was then tested on data from the second
scanning run, attempting to predict whether each vector represented White face-pair or Black face-pair trials. This process was
repeated after ﬂipping the training and testing sets, and the mean
classiﬁcation accuracy was recorded, after subtracting 50 so that
zero indicated chance performance. There were two resulting
maps, indicating at each voxel the White–Black classiﬁcation
accuracy during athleticism judgments and friendship judgments.
These maps were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space using 3 mm cubic voxels and 4th-degree B-spline
interpolation, and smoothed with an isotropic 4-mm full-width
half-maximum Gaussian kernel. This relatively small kernel size
was used to avoid excessive smoothing, seeing as the searchlight
analysis already imposes spatial smoothing on the data.
To assess results at the group level, a random effects analysis
was conducted as follows. A pair of images from each participant
was entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA (within-subject
factor: athleticism vs. friendship judgment). Two covariates were
additionally included in the ANOVA, representing D scores from
the evaluative and stereotyping IAT measures. This allowed
investigation both of brain regions in which decoding accuracy
differs signiﬁcantly from chance, and also brain regions in which
the decoding accuracy was signiﬁcantly associated with behavioral IAT measures. Results were assessed at an uncorrected
threshold of p o.005, in conjunction with an extent threshold
determined by SPM8 to yield a family-wise-error corrected
whole-brain threshold of p o.05.

3. Results
Four participants were excluded due to excessive movement
(three participants) or poor task compliance (falling asleep during
the experiment; one participant), yielding a ﬁnal sample of 16
participants.
3.1. Behavioral results: IAT
Both evaluative and stereotyping IAT D scores were signiﬁcantly greater than zero, indicating strong preferences for White
over Black people (evaluative IAT: D ¼.53, t(15) ¼8.1, po.001)
and strong association of Blacks with athleticism and unintelligence, relative to Whites (stereotyping IAT: D ¼.37, t(15) ¼8.0,
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p o.001). Scores on these two IATs were uncorrelated (r¼ .12,
p ¼.66), consistent with previous research suggesting that they
reﬂect different underlying representations of evaluation and
semantic content (Amodio & Devine, 2006).
3.2. Behavioral results: scanner task
Because task judgments were subjective, behavioral analyses
focused on reaction times (RTs) and not accuracy. Mean RTs were as
follows: Trait judgment, White: 1275 ms; Trait judgment, Black:
Table 1
Regions from which it was possible to decode whether participants were viewing
White versus Black faces. PFC¼ prefrontal cortex. BA¼ Brodmann Area.
Region

BA

Coordinate

Zmax

N voxels

Collapsed over Trait and Friendship judgments1
Medial occipital cortex
17/18
15,  91, 10
 12,  82,  5
Superior parietal cortex
7
 42,  79, 49
Lateral occipital cortex
19
 36,  79,  20
30,  64,  20
Lateral temporal cortex
20/21
63,  40,  14
Inferior temporal cortex
20/36
24,  4,  38
Lateral frontal cortex
44
51, 17, 46
Medial frontal cortex
8
 6, 29, 55

3.72
4.11
4.02
3.28
3.56
4.14
3.71
3.79
4.01

46
148
147
68
64
110
42
91
77

Trait 4Friendship2
Medial rostral PFC

79

10

 3, 65, 22

3.73

11/47

 36, 50,  17

3.27

3

Friendship 4Trait
Lateral orbitofrontal cortex

42
1

2

Minimum cluster size by whole-brain corrected extent threshold: 42; 44; 342.
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1290 ms; Friendship judgment, White: 1249 ms; Friendship judgment, Black: 1294 ms. These results were examined in a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with factors Judgment (trait/friendship) and Race
(White/Black). There was no signiﬁcant main effect of Judgment
(F(1,15)¼1.83, p¼.2) but the main effect of Race was signiﬁcant
(F(1,15)¼8.0, p¼.01), qualiﬁed by a signiﬁcant Judgment  Race
interaction (F(1,15)¼ 5.0, p¼.04). This interaction was driven by a
signiﬁcant difference in response time to White versus Black faces
during friendship judgments (t(15)¼4.0, p¼ .001) but not athleticism judgments (t(15)¼1.1, p¼.29). None of the neuroimaging
results, reported below, were signiﬁcantly correlated with RTs on
the judgment task used in the scanner (i.e. variation between
participants in neuroimaging data was not signiﬁcantly correlated
with variation in the relevant behavioral data in any analysis).
Accuracy of catch trials, on which participants indicated the judgment they had just been making, was 97%. This indicates that
participants judged faces on the correct criterion even though this
criterion was described at the beginning of each block but not
during individual trials.
3.3. Neuroimaging results
The ﬁrst question we addressed in our analysis was whether
race (White vs. Black) of face stimuli could be decoded with
accuracy signiﬁcantly above chance levels, collapsing over the
two judgment types (Table 1 and Fig. 2). This analysis revealed
signiﬁcant effects in widespread regions of occipital cortex,
superior parietal cortex, posterior frontal cortex and, most signiﬁcantly, lateral temporal cortex. Thus, widespread, predominantly occipital brain regions exhibited patterns of activation that

Fig. 2. Regions from which it was possible to decode whether participants were viewing White or Black faces, collapsed over the Trait and Friendship judgments. Results
are plotted on the mean structural scan. Bar chart displays decoding accuracy from the two tasks in the peak region of lateral temporal cortex. Error bars represent 95%
conﬁdence intervals.
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differed between trials on which White versus Black faces were
presented.
The second question we addressed was whether we could
accurately decode race from particular brain regions as a function
of the evaluative vs. semantic judgment type. In these contrasts,
decoding accuracy for one judgment type was subtracted from
accuracy for the other judgment type, excluding voxels showing
below-chance decoding accuracy in the nonpreferred condition
(po.05). This prevented the possibility that signiﬁcant differences between the two judgment types could be driven by
signiﬁcantly below-chance decoding accuracy in the nonpreferred
condition, which would be difﬁcult to interpret. There was a
single region of anterior medial PFC in which it was possible to
decode during trait judgments whether a White or Black face pair
was presented (t(15) ¼4.63, p ¼.0003) but not during friendship
judgments (t(15)¼.81, p ¼.43; peak co-ordinate for direct comparison between decoding accuracy in the two judgments:  3,
65, 22, Zmax ¼3.73, extent: 79 voxels). The reverse contrast
revealed a single region of lateral orbitofrontal cortex, where it
was possible to decode whether a White or Black face pair was
presented during friendship judgments (t(15) ¼4.1, p ¼.001) but
not trait judgments (t(15) ¼.79, p ¼.44; peak co-ordinate for
direct comparison between decoding accuracy in the two judgments: 36, 50,  17, Zmax ¼ 3.27, extent: 42 voxels). Thus in both
regions decoding accuracy was signiﬁcantly above chance in the
preferred condition, but not signiﬁcantly different from chance in
the nonpreferred condition. Mean decoding accuracy was
extracted from each of these peak co-ordinates, and illustrated
in Fig. 3.

3.4. Representation of implicit evaluation and stereotyping
Finally, we tested whether participants’ implicit representations
of value and stereotype knowledge associated with Black

(vs. White) people, assessed behaviorally, were linked to these
neuroimaging results. To this end, we examined relationships
between decoding accuracy and IAT indices of evaluative bias and
implicit stereotyping (Table 2 and Fig. 4). First we searched for brain
regions where White–Black decoding accuracy during trait judgments (designed to encourage the expression of implicit stereotypes) was positively related with stereotyping IAT scores, using the
same statistical threshold as the earlier analyses. This revealed
signiﬁcant effects in lateral temporal cortex, precentral sulcus,
medial frontal cortex and, most signiﬁcantly, left temporal pole.
Next we searched for brain regions where White–Black decoding
accuracy during friendship judgments (designed to encourage the

Table 2
Regions in which there was a signiﬁcant relationship between White–Black
decoding accuracy and post-scan behavioral IAT scores. The interaction effect
indicates regions in which the correlation with stereotyping versus evaluative IAT
differed as a function of trait judgments versus friendship judgments.
BA¼ Brodmann Area.
Region

BA

Coordinate

Zmax

Correlation between Trait decoding accuracy and stereotyping IAT1
Temporal pole
38
 30, 26,  35
4.06
Occipito-temporal cortex
37
 42,  49, 1
3.89
Lateral temporal cortex
22/42
57,  31, 16
3.55
Superior frontal cortex
8
 15, 35, 61
3.90
Premotor cortex
6
48,  19, 67
4.02
Correlation between Friendship decoding
Temporal pole
38
Medial occipital cortex
17
Occipito-parietal cortex
7/19
Interaction3
Temporal pole

38

accuracy and evaluative IAT2
 27, 26,  29
4.54
 3,  106, 13
4.86
18,  70, 28
3.45
 27, 26,  38

4.31

N voxels

84
56
93
72
184
43
65
48
58

Minimum cluster size required by whole-brain corrected extent threshold: 156;
2
43; 342.

Fig. 3. Regions in which White/Black decoding accuracy was signiﬁcantly different between Trait and Friendship judgments. Results are plotted on the mean structural
scan. Bar chart displays decoding accuracy in the peak coordinates. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots indicating the relationship between White/Black decoding accuracy in left temporal pole (  27, 26,  38) for the two judgments (Friendship/Trait) and
the two IAT scores (evaluative/stereotyping). An axial slice of the mean structural scan is also shown (z ¼  38), displaying results of the interaction analysis searching for
brain regions with differential relationships between decoding accuracy and IAT scores for Friendship versus Trait judgments. The signiﬁcant effect in temporal pole is
highlighted. Note that the scatter plots are presented to illustrate this signiﬁcant effect (which was subject to a whole-brain corrected threshold), rather than being based
on an independently-deﬁned region of interest.

expression of evaluative bias) was positively related with evaluative
IAT scores. This revealed signiﬁcant effects in medial occipital cortex,
occipito-parietal cortex and, again, left temporal pole. Strikingly, the
relationship between decoding accuracy in left temporal pole and
IAT scores depended on the judgment context. Decoding accuracy in
left temporal pole was associated with evaluative IAT scores during
friendship judgments but with stereotyping IAT scores during
athleticism judgments. This dissociation pattern is consistent with
our ﬁnding that the two IAT measures were themselves uncorrelated (as in previous research, e.g., Amodio & Devine, 2006).
To probe this ﬁnding further, we computed the interaction effect,
i.e. searching for brain regions in which the difference in the
relationship with evaluative versus stereotyping IAT was dependent
on task (trait or friendship judgment). For this interaction analysis,
regions were only considered signiﬁcant when both of the individual
expected correlations (i.e. trait decoding-stereotyping IAT;
friendship-decoding-evaluative IAT) were signiﬁcant (po.05) at
the peak voxel. This revealed a signiﬁcant effect in left temporal
pole, as predicted, but no other regions. The analogous analysis of
the opposite interaction effect (i.e. regions with higher correlations
for trait decoding-evaluative IAT and friendship decodingstereotyping IAT) did not reveal any signiﬁcant effects.

In order to visualize these effects, Fig. 4 displays scatter plots
and correlation coefﬁcients comparing (1) left temporal pole
decoding accuracy during friendship judgments (using the peak
coordinate from the interaction analysis); (2) decoding accuracy
during trait judgments; (3) evaluative IAT scores; and (4) stereotyping IAT scores. These analyses revealed a highly speciﬁc
dissociation pattern of results, whereby decoding accuracy for
friendship judgments was predicted only by evaluative IAT scores,
whereas decoding accuracy for trait judgments was predicted
only by stereotyping IAT scores.
To investigate these results further, participants were divided
into two groups on the basis of a median split of the evaluative or
stereotyping IAT scores. Because participants’ scores on both IATs
were predominantly positive in value, these median splits represented high vs. low degrees of bias favoring Whites. Because these
comparisons tested speciﬁc directional hypotheses one-tailed tests
were conducted. Participants with relatively strong implicit preference for White people over Black people (i.e., high IAT scores)
exhibited patterns of activity in left temporal pole that signiﬁcantly
distinguished White versus Black faces during friendship judgments (decoding accuracy: 51.10%; t(7)¼2.31; p¼.03). However,
decoding accuracy among participants with relatively lesser
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ingroup preference (low evaluative IAT scores) did not differ from
chance (decoding accuracy: 49.99%; t(7)¼.02, p¼.40). Similarly,
participants with relatively stronger stereotype associations exhibited a trend towards signiﬁcant decoding of White versus Black
from left temporal pole during trait judgments (decoding accuracy:
51.14%; t(7)¼1.69, p¼.07). However decoding accuracy in those
with low stereotyping IAT scores was not signiﬁcantly different
from chance (decoding accuracy: 49.36%, t(7)¼.50, p¼.32). These
results show that the interaction effect plotted in Fig. 4 is
associated with signiﬁcantly above-chance decoding in participants with above-average IAT scores, rather than signiﬁcantly
below-chance decoding in participants with below-average IAT
scores.
In order to compare our MVPA results with standard univariate analysis techniques, we conducted analogous univariate
analyses for each of the MVPA tests reported above (i.e. investigating differential mean signal change to White versus Black
trials, rather than accuracy of decoding White versus Black trials).
These tests did not produce any signiﬁcant activations, consistent
with the view that results from MVPA and univariate approaches
need not mirror each other (see Gilbert et al., 2012, for further
discussion).

4. Discussion
Knowledge about a person’s social group, such as trait attributes or a global evaluation, can have a profound inﬂuence on
how we perceive and act toward that person. An understanding of
the neural structures that represent this knowledge is crucial to
theories of how this knowledge is acquired, activated, and
expressed. In this study, we used multi-voxel pattern analysis
(MVPA) to investigate regional brain activity that distinguished
presentation of White versus Black faces during two different
judgment conditions encouraging the expression of evaluative
and stereotyping race bias (friendship and trait judgments,
respectively). Across both conditions, signiﬁcant decoding was
possible from an extensive, predominantly occipital network of
brain regions. Furthermore, lateral orbitofrontal and anterior
medial prefrontal regions showed preferential decoding effects
during the friendship and trait judgments respectively. In addition, decoding accuracy in left temporal pole correlated with a
behavioral measure of evaluative bias during the friendship task
and with an independent behavioral measure of stereotyping bias
during the athleticism task, even though these two behavioral
measures did not correlate with each other.
These ﬁndings corroborate previous behavioral results showing that evaluative bias and implicit stereotyping towards members of an outgroup may be dissociable (Amodio & Devine, 2006),
suggesting that they may operate independently of each other
and be mediated by distinct brain systems. The present study
provides neuroimaging evidence that some brain regions represent race in a relatively invariant manner, whereas others contain
representations that are extremely sensitive to context.
4.1. A multi-componential representation of race and implicit
associations
Perhaps unsurprisingly, occipital regions involved in relatively low-level visual processing tended to show invariant
responses to race, i.e. similar decoding accuracy during the two
tasks, uncorrelated with behavioral measures of evaluative
bias or implicit stereotyping. These areas included early occipital cortical regions, and also higher-level visual processing
regions such as fusiform gyrus and inferior temporal cortex,
thought to play a critical role in representation of face

characteristics (Ishai, 2008). Additionally, relatively invariant
representations were seen in the posterior frontal lobes.
Other brain regions showed context-speciﬁc patterns of racerelated activity. In lateral orbitofrontal and anterior medial PFC,
regions were found that preferentially represented race during
the friendship and trait judgment tasks, respectively. This suggests that these distinct brain regions may play a role in maintaining and/or expressing evaluative or semantic aspects of social
information, rather than their depending on a single underlying
cognitive mechanism. The association between patterns of activity in medial anterior PFC and implicit stereotyping is consistent
with several lines of evidence from neuroimaging, neuropsychology, and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). In an fMRI
study, Knutson, Mah, Manly, and Grafman (2007) reported
increased anterior medial PFC activity during stereotypeconsistent versus stereotype-inconsistent conditions of a race
and gender IAT. However, it is hard to rule out the possibility
that this result reﬂected the absence of conﬂict (of any type)
rather than being tied speciﬁcally to stereotyping (cf. Amodio,
Devine, & Harmon-Jones, 2008; Amodio et al., 2004; Beer et al.,
2008). More convincing evidence comes from Quadﬂieg et al.
(2009), who found that medial anterior PFC activity was enhanced
during expression of stereotypic associations between an activity
(e.g. mowing the lawn) and gender, compared with stereotypic
associations between an activity and a place (indoor versus
outdoor). Further evidence linking medial anterior PFC and
stereotyping comes from Saxe and Wexler (2005), who showed
that medial anterior PFC activity tended to increase when a
person was described as a foreigner before any speciﬁc mental
content was ascribed. Such evidence has led some authors to
conceptualize anterior medial PFC as a repository of social knowledge (Krueger et al., 2009) or, alternatively, a region important for
the coordination of knowledge with complex social judgments,
goals, and behaviors (Amodio & Frith, 2006; Contreras, Banaji, &
Mitchell, in press).
Whereas medial anterior PFC activity has been linked with
stereotype-consistent IAT responses (Knutson et al., 2007), lateral
PFC activity has been linked with stereotype-inconsistent
responses in various evaluative IAT tasks (Chee, Sriram, Soon, &
Lee, 2000; Knutson et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2006)—a pattern that
may reﬂect response-inhibition processes that are engaged on
such trials (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2004). As noted above,
however, it is hard to rule out the possibility that these lateral PFC
activations relate to general conﬂict-resolution processes, rather
than being speciﬁc to the activation of evaluative bias (Amodio,
2010; Amodio, Devine, & Harmon-Jones, 2007; Beer et al., 2008).
Further evidence on the roles of lateral PFC and anterior medial
PFC mediating implicit attitudes comes from the neuropsychological study of Gozzi et al. (2009). Whereas lesions to ventromedial
PFC and anterior temporal lobe were associated with stronger
bias in gender IAT performance, lesions to ventrolateral and
orbitofrontal regions of PFC were associated with weaker bias
(see also Milne & Grafman, 2001). Importantly, these patterns of
results were not observed in a control IAT task. Seeing as the IAT
used by Gozzi et al. (2009) paired male and female names with
the concepts of strength versus weakness, which have both
semantic and evaluative components, it is difﬁcult to relate their
ﬁndings directly to the present results. Nevertheless, the results
of Gozzi et al. (2009) are consistent with the current ﬁnding of
separable roles of medial anterior PFC and lateral orbitofrontal
PFC in social judgment.
In the present study, lateral orbitofrontal cortex was linked
with evaluative rather than stereotyping bias. This ﬁts well
with results from human neuroimaging (e.g. Sescousse,
Redoute, & Dreher, 2010) and primate electrophysiology (e.g.
Tremblay & Schultz, 1999) implicating orbitofrontal cortex in
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the representation of reward value, particularly in the context
of associative learning (Rushworth et al., 2011; Walton,
Behrens, Buckley, Rudebeck, & Rushworth, 2010). Furthermore,
face-selective cells in macaque orbitofrontal cortex have been
reported, some of which represent face identity (Rolls,
Critchley, Browning, & Inoue, 2006). The orbitofrontal cortex
is thus well placed to integrate perceptual representations of
identity with evaluative reward representations.
In addition to regions within PFC, left temporal pole stood out
as a region exhibiting a highly context-sensitive effect. During
friendship judgments, this region represented race insofar as
participants exhibited high levels of evaluative bias on an independent behavioral measure. However, decoding accuracy in this
brain region did not correlate with a behavioral measure of
implicit stereotyping. During trait judgments, the pattern of
results in left temporal pole reversed: decoding accuracy now
correlated with a behavioral measure of implicit stereotyping but
not evaluative bias. This pattern of results is consistent with
recent theoretical accounts of anterior temporal lobe as playing a
critical role in linking highly-processed perceptual inputs with
social representations and emotional responses (Olson et al.,
2007; Zahn et al., 2007). For example, Damasio, Tranel, and
Damasio (1990) report that anterior temporal lobe lesions can
give rise to a form of prosopagnosia whereby perception of faces
is preserved while recognition is impaired. This deﬁcit extends to
non-face recognition cues such as voice and gait, suggesting a role
in person-perception rather than simply face-recognition.
We propose that engaging in the friendship and trait judgment
tasks may have elicited left temporal pole representations of
evaluation and stereotype content respectively—two primary and
distinct forms of person knowledge. This interpretation is consistent with ﬁndings across previous neuroimaging studies of race
in which patterns of brain activity vary depending on the
behavioral task (Lieberman et al., 2005; Wheeler & Fiske, 2005).
Furthermore, the effects in temporal pole may be particularly
related to individual differences.
4.2. Implications for theories of implicit social cognition and
intergroup bias
These results shed new light on the cognitive mechanisms
underlying conceptual aspects of racial evaluations and stereotypes. Most importantly, the distinct patterns of activity for
evaluation- and stereotype-based judgments observed in the
temporal pole suggest that the content of racial evaluations and
stereotypes may be represented in distinct semantic networks.
This ﬁnding is consistent with previous behavioral research
showing that the activation of evaluative associations may be
dissociated from the activation of stereotype associations
(e.g. Amodio & Devine, 2006). Our results corroborate the recent
theoretical proposal that evaluative and stereotypic information
may be learned, stored, and unlearned via different networks of
information (Amodio & Ratner, 2011). Furthermore, a consideration of these distinctions is critical when designing interventions
to change social attitudes or stereotypes. That is, an intervention
to change evaluations might have little or no effect on the
stereotype content of the group, and vice versa. Therefore,
complementary interventions, which each target their respective
associations, may be most effective in changing judgments and
behavior toward a particular social group. This ﬁnding has
application beyond the domain of intergroup relations; indeed,
it may apply equally to efforts to change judgments and behavior
toward any social or non-social object, such as a political
candidate, consumer product, or one’s own self-image.
It is notable that the present research focused on conceptual (or
cognitive) aspects of implicit racial evaluation, whereas previous
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neuroimaging research has focused on affective components.
Both are valid components of evaluation. Indeed, classic research
in social psychology posits a tripartite model of attitudes, whereby
an attitude comprises a combination of cognitive (i.e., conceptual),
affective, and behavioral components (Breckler, 1984; McGuire,
1969). Contemporary measures of implicit racial associations, such
as the IAT and others, are designed to pick up on conceptual
aspects of either an evaluation (e.g., associations with the concepts
of ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad’’) or stereotype content (Fazio et al., 1995;
Greenwald et al., 1998), but they are less well suited for the
measurement of affective processes (Amodio et al., 2003; Amodio
& Mendoza, 2010). However, the extant neuroimaging research on
implicit racial bias has focused almost exclusively on neural
responses linked to affect, such as amygdala activity. Although
the conceptual and affective components of implicit racial attitudes
are likely related, new information about the conceptual processes,
and their representation in the brain, will be particularly useful for
understanding the forms of implicit evaluation assessed by behavioral tasks. Our ﬁndings also help to distinguish between implicit
evaluation and implicit stereotyping as two different types of
conceptual representations that contribute to intergroup judgments and behaviors. An important goal for future research will
be to elucidate the relative contributions and interplay of these
two aspects of implicit evaluation, as they likely relate to different
mechanisms of learning, memory, and behavior. The present
ﬁndings provide a foundation for examining this interplay in the
brain and behavior. It is also important to investigate how far the
present results generalize beyond the relatively homogenous
college student sample studied here.
4.3. Using MVPA to probe neural representations of social cognition
In addition to providing evidence on the representation of race
in the human brain, the present results more generally support
the use of MVPA as a valuable technique for social cognitive
neuroscience. A crucial aim of social cognition and social cognitive neuroscience research is to understand the underlying
representations of social entities (e.g., individuals, groups) that
inﬂuence social behavior. MVPA is particularly well suited to this
aim, given its focus on representational content rather than the
engagement of particular cognitive processes (Gilbert et al., 2012;
Norman et al., 2006). For example, whereas univariate techniques
are helpful for understanding the types of processes supported by
particular brain regions (e.g. perception of line orientation in V1,
or color perception in V4), MVPA may be used to decode the
underlying representations within these regions (e.g. a bar
oriented at 901, from V1 activity; Kamitani & Tong, 2005).
Of course, the underlying neural activity investigated by these
two approaches may be identical; in that sense the distinction
between process and representation may prove to be somewhat
artiﬁcial. However, process-based and representation-based models currently provide distinct yet complementary approaches for
linking underlying brain activity with higher-level cognitive
theory, at different levels of description (Marr, 1982). In this
sense, representation-based approaches, using MVPA, may constitute a valuable new technique for social cognitive neuroscience. Indeed, despite signiﬁcant MVPA results in the
present study, analogous univariate analyses failed to produce
signiﬁcant effects.

5. Conclusion
The present results suggest that the representation of race is
multi-componential and potentially mutable. Our ﬁndings suggest
that two distinct aspects of race bias—implicit stereotyping and
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implicit evaluation—are mediated by distinct brain mechanisms. By
learning more about the way in which different aspects of bias are
represented within the brain, and potentially expressed via distinct
brain pathways, this raises the hope of developing more sophisticated and effective interventions by which their unintended and
harmful effects in society may be mitigated.
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